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.ABSTRACT 

The American cable television system has 
been optimized for medium quality transmission 
of a very large number of television signals. 
It has been generally assumed that these cable 
syste~s would be ideal media for the distri-
bution of ~igh resolution, wide bandwidth 
images. T'lis is not necessarily so. Present 
S/N of VSB/AM transmission of 525 line NTSC sig
nals is barely adequate. The increased hand
•t~idth of high resolution images im;>lies reduced 
S/N in present caole systems. Band·l'iidth reduc
tion tech:1iques and/or improved noise hmunity 
in new image transmission techniques will be 
required, as well as reduced cable system 
noise. FM video transmission, flith or without 
improved color encoding techniques, is proposed 
as the best means of providing high quality 
transmission of 525 line video. 

BACKGROUND 

'QUALITY' considerations in cable systems 
have concerned themselves almost exclusively 
with noise and jistortion. In com~on with other 
frequency division multiplexed {FDM) transmis
sion systems, cable systems tread a narrow path 
between noise and distortion. Signal levels 
which are too low result in excessively low C/N 
and consequent S/N, while signal levels which 
are too 1igh produce excessive distortion Inad
equate C/N results in 'snowy' pictures. The 
limiting distortion in m;Jlti-channel cable sys
tems is now third order intermodulation. This 
results in 'waterfall' effects in non-coherent 
carrier systems and 'cross-talK' in coherent 
carrier systems. All of these effects are, of 
course, objectionable. 

The caJle systems business has evolved in a 
market environment in 1~hich variety, i.e. the 
number of signals, is more important than image 
quality. Syste~s operate with adjacent channels 
to pack the most signals into the least system 
bandwidth. Coherent carrier tech:1iques are used 
to reduce distortion both by reducing peak com
posite signal levels and hy reducing the subjec
tive imp:~irment effects of intermodulation. 
Video signal synchro1ization is being used by 
some sys terns to further reduce subjective ef
fects of transmission distortions. r~anufac
turers of the t~in film hybrid gain modules 
w1ich are almost universally used in caJle tele-
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vision repeater amplifiers are producing gai:1 
modules flith remarkably good specifications for 
noise, distortion and flatness of frequency res
ponse. 

Notwithstanding the remarkable sophistica
tion of the equipment and the transmission tech
nology, cable television image transmission must 
~e considered mediocre by the standards employed 
by the television production industry. The cab
le television industry understandably tends to 
stretch the capabilities of the available equip
ment to the utmost. The FCC rules allm~ C/N as 
low as 36 dB. C/N in cable systems is measured 
in a 4 1'<1Hz band1~i dth. It turns out that C/N in 
4 !'1Hz bandwidth translates alrnost directly to 
video wei~hted S/N with only minor numerical 
correction. l'vlost recently desi~ned cable sys
tems aim for C/N of 43 dB. Although many cable 
subscri':lers, particularly those close to the 
distribution 'head-end', enjoy '1igher C/N ratio, 
many accept what video professionals would con
sider mediocre S/N. There is a similar pressure 
on i1termodulation distortion, cable systems 
pushing for maximum economi.: efficiency and ac
cepting i~age quality compromises. 

This situation has arisen because cable 
te 1 ev is ion sys terns, by and 1 arge, do not serve 
sophisticated viewers. Most subscri':lers served 
by mediocre cable systems have mediocre re
ceivers - by professional standards - and would 
not know a really good picture if it popped out 
of the screen and offered to r.1ake coffee. The 
present cable television market judges the value 
of the service by the number and variety of 
television program services, provided practical 
standards of 'barely perceptible' impairment are 
achieved. 

Cable transmission engi'leers have generally 
overlooked one major parameter which, in my 
view, also affects transmission quality. The 
effect of multiple, closely spaced reflections 
is not fully understood. I believe that these 
reflections, arising from the small impedance 
mismatches caused by the myriad of connectors 
and devices in the transmissi:m path, and the 
small imperfections of the coaxial cable itself, 
cause a slight 'smearing' of pi::ture detail - a 
loss of 'crispness'. The visual effect is that 
of a reduction of transmission bandwidth, even 
though 1~e know that the broadband transmission 
system has not itself directly reduced the 



transmission bandwidth. Our operations engi
neers get complaints from subscribers who have a 
chance to compare good quality local television 
signals as received direct from a local broad
caster and as received through the cable sys
tem. There is a small but noticeable impairment 
in this circumstance which does not have to do 
with C/N, intermodulation or signal processing 
considerations. I attribute the impairment, as 
I have said, to multiple, low level reflections 
in the cable system. 

HIGH QUALITY TRANSMISSION OF NTSC SIGNALS 

consider this a topic of major impor
tance. I am concerned that the new OBS services 
•flill point out ;Jicture quality 'disabilities' in 
cable service. I am told that COMSAT is desig
ning an 'all-digital' origination center (Las 
Vegas) •t~ith the objective of providing absolute 
state-of-the art program origination for their 
DBS service. I believe that DBS service will be 
capable of providing higher quality image trans
mission than the present terrestrial television 
broadcasting system and certainly better than 
present cable systems. Ca~le television systems 
must anticipate this competitive pressure and 
respond with significant improvements in cable 
distributed image quality. 

HIGH DEFINITION TELEVISION (HOTV 1125 
1 ine) has excited a great deal of interest in 
the professional television community and is 
starting to get some attention from the popular 
press. The present HDTV concept originated with 
NHK and has been implemented to the present 
demonstration level by several Japanese equip
ment manufacturers- SONY, MATSUSHITA, NEC. The 
May, 1983 International Television Symposium in 
Montreux, Switzerland had a large scale HDTV 
demonstration with demonstration programs taped 
by CBS and several European (including USSR) 
broadcast authorities. SO~Y staged an impres
sive HDTV demonstration at the 1983 NCTA conven
tion in Houston. 

HDTV is 'spectacular', particularly when 
projected onto a large screen by a good quality 
projector. Images approach 35mm movie quality. 
The HOTV screen, as proposed by NHK, has a 5:3 
aspect ratio compared to the 4:3 aspect ratio of 
convention a 1 525 1 i ne sys terns. The 5:3 aspect 
ratio approximates current '·t~ide-screen' motion 
picture presentation. Frame/field rate remains 
30/60. The improvement in definition results in 
a significant increase in video bandwidth 
about 20 I~Hz compared to the 4. 2 I~Hz used by 
present broadcast sys terns. The sys tern has, of 
course, high-fidelity stereo sound. 

All of these attributes-

1125 scan lines 
5:3 aspect ratio 
increased video bandwidth 
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non-NTSC color encoding 
high fidelity stereo sound 

result in a serious incompatibility with present 
broadcast television receivers. There is gene
ral acknowledgment that it will take many years 
to introduce HDTV as a broadcast service. 

Just before goi'lg to Montreux I read an ac
count of Joe Flaherty's presentation on HDTV at 
the NAB convention earlier this year. I am sure 
you know Mr. F 1 aherty as chief engineering exe
cutive at CBS. Flaherty was complahi'lg that 
there hadn't been any major improvement in tele
vision progt·am origination quality i;1 the last 
few years. HDTV •t1as a new break through in this 
area. This report moved me to write to F 1 aher
ty. I pointed out that 99.9% of the television 
audience in this country has yet to see a 'good' 
525 line picture. 

I believe that we will experience a 'genera
tion' (10 years) of improved 525 line television 
before HDTV ( 11 25 1 i ne) becomes a major factor 
in television broadcasti'lg. It might turn out 
that improved 525 services actually delay intro
duction of 1125 1 ine HDTV services because of 
the renewed investment in high quality 525 1 ine 
receiving equipment. HDTV can follow as a cable 
service in due course. We will have to invent a 
new 'superlative' to market it. 

Americans have a long standi'lg reputation 
for not caring much about television picture 
quality. I believe that there is a 'quality' 
market in America 1vhich can be 'sold' on quality 
video, and that they will pay a reasonable price 
to get it. I believe that this 'quality' market 
segment subscribes to cabl·e and that cable is 
the best way to reach them. 

There was a similar situation in phonographs 
thirty years ago. CBS developed the LP micro
groove record. Recording engineers were able to 
produce records with much better audio quality 
than had ever been produced before. The exis
ting phonographs just could not reproduce the 
sound quality that the recording artists and 
engineers were putting into the new records. 
People had LP players but the pick-ups, the am
plifiers and the loud speakers just weren't good 
enough. Improved phonograph components were 
developed and found a ready market as 'hi~h fi
delity' audio. There has been a continuing mar
ket for improvements i1 audio equi~ment over the 
last thirty years. We may finally have achieved 
the end of the technology chai1 in audio as PCM 
techniques provide 'ultimate' recordings, and 
amplifier and loudspeaker engheers fi'ld it in
creasingly difficult to wring out the last minor 
imperfections in audio reproducing equipmen:. 



'HIGH FIDELITY' 525 LINE VIDEO 

There are three aspects of providing 1-Jigh 
quality 525 line service-

improvement of color encoding technique, 

improvement of transmission, 

improvement of color decoding technique 
and other aspects of image display. 

ENHANCED VIDEO 

Cable television represents a unique oppor
tunity to introduce new color encoding tech
niques. Most caJle systems firmly control sub
scriber terminal equipment the addressable 
programmable converter/descram~lers which are 
provided to control access to cable television 
services. The equipment is owned by the cab 1 e 
system and provided to the subscriber as part of 
the overall cable service. Much of this equip
ment operates in a baseband mode, i.e. they con
sist of complete demodulators which presently 
provide a composite video output. These base
band subscriber terminal units could just as 
easily provide improved color decoding with RGB 
output to the subscriber's video monitor. This 
improved decoding could be improved decoding of 
NTSC encoded color or it co:Jld be optimum deco
ding of a new, more sop:,isticated color encoding 
system, sue~ as the C-MAC component system which 
has been proposed. 

Program originators, such as national Pay-TV 
networks, could originate in both conventional 
NTSC video and an improved 525 1 ine c1ode. Cable 
systems could similarly distribute in bo~h modes 
- most have spare channel capacity during a 
changeover period. When a caJle system has com
pleted a changeover of all of its subscriber 
terminal equipment it \'IOuld distribute in the 
improved mode only, although program originators 
1~ould have to distribute in dual mode to allow 
for a longer period of changeover in all of 
their affiliates. Alternately a caJle network 
operator could provide head-end decoding and 
transcoding eqJipment for those affi 1 iates •11ho 
were not immediately prepared to change from 
NTSC distribution. Cost and com~lexity would be 
comparajle to the video encyphering that some of 
these network operators will be providi1g soon. 

Television broadcasters would have a more 
diffic:Jlt conversion since they do not have the 
dual service transmission capability that many 
cable systems have. The market created by cable 
systems woe~ld, however, speed the introduction 
and acceptance of new-standard receiving equip
ment. Local broadcasters would, however, be 
under competitive pressure since the cable dis
tributed net1~orks would be ta< ing advantage of 
the improved transmission technologies. Local 
broadcasters could meet t1is competition by set
ting up local area direct feeds of enhanced 
video to caole systems in their service area. 
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I am not an expert in the detail of various 
enhanced 525 1 ine video systems which are being 
proposed, but I do perceive that they offer a 
signifi::ant enhancement potential and that cable 
systems can speed the introduction of a w·orthy 
enhanced video proposal. 

IMPROVED CABLE TRANSMISSION - PERFECT PICTURE 

The cable television industry is substan
tially committed to its present plant. It would 
be a very expensive and difficult task to rep
lace amplifiers or other major components in 
existing or 'under-construction' cable systems. 
Feed-forward amplifiers, with significantly re
duced distortion (at least 16 dB reduction in 
third order intermodulation) are on the brink of 
widespread acceptance and availability. Wide
spread retrofit of existing systems will, how
ever, be quite expensive. Use of feed-forward 
amplifiers in cable system trunks would improve 
sys tern C/N but wou 1 d still 1 eave the sys tern 1~ith 
the problem of multiple, low level reflections. 

Most new cable systems have 'spare' band
width available. I am proposing to several of 
my client systems that this band1'1idth be traded 
for 'quality' in the traditional way, by use of 
frequency modulation (FM) transmission. In the 
first phase of an image quality improvement pro
gram the cable system would use FM transmission 
of ordinary NTSC video. FM transmission in a 
cable system 1~ould require 18 MHz of spectrum. 
Most new urban cable systems have enough spare 
spectrum to provide convention a 1 VSB-AM trans
mission (6 MHz per channel) and high quality FM 
transmission (18 MHz per channel) at the same 
time. I call the service 'PERFECT PICTURE'. 
The FM video service would also have high quali
ty stereo sound, probably in the form of dis
creet L and R subcarriers, but possibly in PCM 
digital format. 

FM transmission would remove S/N as a quali
ty compromise i~ cable system transmission. 
Other quality degradations in cable systems, 
such as intermodulation and 'reflections', have 
different, less visible, less objectionable ma
nifestations in FM. video transmission (intermo
du 1 at ion i 11 the baseband and as small degrada
tions in differential phase and gain). 

Subscrhers 1~ho opt for the 'PERFECT PIC
TURE' service would be provided •flith a special 
FM video receiver which would tune the desired 
FM video channel, demodulate and descramble it, 
and provide both composite and RGB outputs (as 
we 11 as baseband stereo L and R sound outputs) . 
'PERFECT PICTURE' subscribers 1'/ould be expected 
to have a high quality video monitor or projec
tor in order to enjoy the benefits. It wouldn't 
make much sense to remodulate 'PERFECT PICTURE' 
to NTSC VSB/Aiv1 for an ordinary receiver. The 
special FM video receivers would be adapted from 
the DBS receivers l'lhich wi 11 now be manufactured 
in fair volume. The principal difference will 
be the tuner. The DBS receivers tune 12 GHz. 



The cable version will, of course, tune cable FM 
video channels in the 50 - 550 MHz range. 

Major cable television services are now dis
tributed by satellite. Most broadcasting net
works now {or will soon) distribute their servce 
by satellite as well. Another way to look at my 
proposal is that it 'splits' the satellite re
ceiver. These satellite-based video transmis
sion systems are designed to provide 'prof es
sional' grade transmission. PERFECT PICTURE 
places the satellite downconverter at the cable 
system head-end and p 1 aces the rest of the re
ceiver in the subscriber's home in order to ma
ximize transmission quality. tt puts the TVRO 
right in the living room: 

The second phase of a transmission improve
ment program would introduce enhanced color en
coding with compatible optimum decoding and 
other image display improvements in the subscri
ber terminal box. 

HIGH DEFINITION SERVICES 

HDTV creates special problems for cable 
transmission. 'Raw' HDTV has significantly in
creased video bandwidth. Transmission, even by 
spectrum conservative VSB-AM, will require sub
stantially increased bandwidth compared to 
525 line video. For purposes of discussion I 
wi 11 assume 20 MHz of bandwidth for noise cal
culation purposes. 

It has become customary to calculate cable 
system noise (for NTSC transmission) in a 4 I~Hz 
bandwidth. The random 'KTB' noise in a 75 ohm 
system in a 4 I~Hz bandwidth is 1.1 microvolt or 
-59 dBmV. Overall transmission noise is calcu
lated by taking into account amplifier noise 
figures and sys tern operating 1 eve 1 s. As I have 
said, the FCC minimum standard is 36 dB C/N. A 
C/N of 43 dB 1~ou 1 d be considered more usua 1 for 
a 'good' cable system. This 43 dB C/N degrades 
by 7 dB to 36 dB C/N in the 20 MHz bandwidth of 
a HDTV transmission. HQTV service subscribers 
will probably have increased service quality 
expectations and the 43 dB S/N that we consider 
good for NTSC images might very well not be ac
ceptab 1 e for HOTV images. I have not seen any 
published figures for S/N corresponding to vari
ous grades of HOTV transmission. 

Frequency modulation might not be an avai 1-
able noise reduction option for HDTV transmis
sion. We can realistically talk about 18 MHz 
transmission channels for enhanced 525 line PER
FECT PICTURE service. FM for 20 MHz HDTV video 
would probably require at least 60 !~Hz per chan
nel. This would cut our newest 500MHz systems 
down to eight channels per cable. This kind of 
channel capacity reduction might be acceptable 
in Europe but is not acceptable here. 

Some kind of band1~idth reduction technology 
would be very desirable. Feedforward amplifier 
technology might produce the 7 dB improvement in 
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cable system C/N that corwentiJnal transmission 
would require. Some reduction in amplifier 
loading because of a reduction in the number of 
channels would also hel;:> somewhat. All in all, 
I fear that large scale, multi-channel HDTV ser
vice on cable will not be feasi]le without sig
nificant bandwidth reduction technology. I am 
sure that HDTV proponents are aware of this pro
blem and that practical rlDTV proposals will come 
forward with accompanying practical bandwidth 
reduction technologies. 

CONCLUSION 

I believe that image transmission improve
ment in cable will come about through a new pub-
1 ic interest in iligh quality video. It will 
first take the form of enhanced 525 1 ine video, 
which 1~ill be foll01~ed some considerable time 
later by HDTV services. Cable systems will lead 
in the introduction of enhanced 525 line trans
mission by providing FM transmission along l~ith 
improved color encoding techniques. 


